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HOW UNFAIR PROCUREMENT
PRACTICE IS DRIVING AGENCY
LABOUR EXPLOITATION

How unfair procurement practice drives agency labour exploitation

INTRODUCTION TO FAIR’S FAIR
OBJECTIVE

“Fair’s Fair” is an awareness and education programme to support
the commercially sustainable procurement of agency labour so that
workers never pay the price of poor purchasing practice.
PRINCIPLES
n

Fair for Workers - Workers receive the pay and rights to which they are legally and contractually entitled,
can work safely and are treated fairly in accordance with established ethical labour standards.

n

Fair for Labour Providers - Charge rates are sufficient to meet statutory and contractual requirements
and provide a sustainable margin.

n

Fair for Labour Users – Ethical labour standards for agency workers are adhered to, and reputation is
protected.

FAIR’S FAIR WILL:
n

Explain and build understanding among procurement teams about how unscrupulous labour providers
create additional income to bolster their earnings.

n

Supply tools and training to help labour providers achieve sustainable commercial agreements that
support them to source and retain agency workers fairly.

n

Provide examples and statistics and engage with stakeholders to agree good practice guidelines and
work towards a Fair’s Fair Charter.

HELP US ENSURE THAT THE PROVISION, USE AND MANAGEMENT OF LABOUR
IN THE UK IS RECOGNISED AS A SUSTAINABLE MODEL OF GOOD PRACTICE
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INTRODUCTION
Purchasing teams often see their primary function as being to drive down procurement costs and improve supplier
terms. However, reducing labour availability and COVID safe recruitment and employment continue to push up
costs for both labour providers and their clients.
Accepting the lowest price for agency labour may often be at the expense of workers as unscrupulous labour
providers undercut compliant operators by evading their legal responsibilities. Labour users that pay unrealistically
low rates are knowingly or recklessly conniving in illegality as these rates can only be achieved through worker
exploitation, tax evasion or both.
No reasonable and ethical business knowingly tolerates exploitation of workers.
The “Fair’s Fair” programme has been designed to raise awareness and build understanding amongst procurement
professionals to ensure that agency labour charge rates and labour supply terms are underpinned by effective due
diligence so that workers never pay the price of poor purchasing practice.

“Payment of fair charge rates to labour providers that enable business sustainability and do
not foster worker exploitation or tax evasion is a core ALP policy priority. By understanding the
true cost of ethical labour supply and following fair procurement practice with appropriate due
diligence, labour users and labour providers can work together to ensure their labour supply is
fair, sustainable and free from exploitation.”
David Camp – ALP Chief Executive
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CONTEXT
Retail price pressures combined with rising production costs put substantial pressure on margins – pressure which
is passed down the supply chain until it reaches the labour provider. Labour providers can only supply workers at
unsustainable prices by evading taxes and/or charging workers, using methods as described in this paper.
Consumer appetite for convenience, value and choice drives buyers to adopt practices that have unintended
consequences. A 2016 survey by the Ethical Trading Initiative (ETI) and the International Labour Organisation (ILO)
highlighted distinct trends relating to how client purchasing practices affect suppliers’ ability to plan production
effectively, maintain efficiency and labour stability and support workers’ rights.
Purchasing practices such as aggressive price negotiation, inaccurate forecasting, late orders, short lead times and
last minute changes put suppliers under intense pressure to meet these demands often resulting in poorer working
conditions and lower pay for workers. This in turn leads to non-compliance and poor performance by the labour
provider often resulting in increased costs for the labour user, such as reductions in quality or quantity or the need
for additional staff, overtime or extended opening. This additional financial pressure goes on to provide greater
reasons for cost cutting – a vicious circle.
While some labour users require labour providers to comply with their Codes of Conduct and undergo responsible
recruitment audits, their buying practices often fail to reflect the requirements of such codes, and both initial and
ongoing due diligence is either non-existent or not robust enough to uncover poor practice.

POOR PROCUREMENT
PRACTICE

FINANCIAL PRESSURE
ON THE LABOUR
PROVIDER

FINANCIAL PRESSURE
ON THE LABOUR USER

POOR PERFORMANCE,
REPUTATIONAL RISK,
NON-COMPLIANCE

WORKER
EXPLOITATION
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TOP TEN POOR PROCUREMENT PRACTICES
Some labour users exploit the fact that labour providers operate in a highly competitive marketplace, by imposing
financial hardship on the labour provider in order to improve their own cash flow, bank-roll investments or inflate
balance sheets at year end. Some of the most common poor procurement practices include:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Insisting on unsustainably low charge rates
Making it impossible to meet statutory, operating and service costs,
generate a sustainable margin and provide a compliant, ethical service.

Inflating labour needs to obtain volume discounts
The volume quoted against does not materialise, meaning the labour
provider has a higher cost base than can be offset.

Not covering increasing statutory costs
Refusing to pay for statutory costs such as the apprenticeship levy,
pension costs or annual increases in NMW.

Not covering indirect working time costs
Refusing to pay for induction, travel, waiting time or sending workers
home early without paying until the end of the shift.

Demanding added services with no extra margin
Adding non-costed extra requirements such as on-site supervision, food
safety training, PPE, uniforms, audits, whistleblowing hotlines etc.

“Pay to stay” fees
Entry fees levied to be, and remain on, a preferred supplier list.

Excessive payment terms
Payment terms of up to 120 days. Most labour providers pay workers
weekly and so this is effectively an interest free loan.

Late payment
Routinely exceeding agreed payment terms, especially at financial
year end.

Prompt payment discounts
Applied or offered discounts for paying promptly.

Retrospective discounting
“Take it or leave it” retrospective contract charges with threats
of de-listing and withholding payment.
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The first Fair’s Fair labour provider survey in February 2020 showed
these practices to be widespread.
Two years on, the 2022 survey shows that poor procurement practice has been subject to marginal
improvement, but significant challenges remain:

63%

37%

reported payment
terms of 60 days
or more

reported retrospective
discounts

75%

10%

were repeatedly
paid late

were subject to entry
fees or ‘prebates’

8%

33%

were subject to
discounts for prompt
payment

said that a client had
asked them to absorb
part of a statutory
annual increase

68%

31%

said clients required
extra services at no
extra cost

reported that clients
had refused to cover
a statutory cost
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IMPACT ON STANDARDS OF LABOUR PROVISION
The 2022 survey demonstrates that it continues to be difficult for labour providers to achieve a sustainable invoice
rate. In fact half of labour providers respondents reported that achieving a commercially sustainable charge rate is
becoming harder, and 77% reported that margins had remained broadly the same or had decreased over the past
two years.
Labour providers are being forced to agree contracts that are close to, or below the cost of supply.
In seeking ever lower costs, labour users are selecting labour providers with lower compliance standards (see the
Labour Provider Compliance Continuum below) or are forcing labour providers to find other sources of revenue for
their business to survive. In many cases, it is the workers that suffer.

THE LABOUR PROVIDER COMPLIANCE CONTINUUM
Leading recruiters are experts at recruitment, planning, supply and
management of labour with a ‘beyond compliance’ approach. Leading recruiters
have a worker-centred culture with high levels of satisfaction, engagement and
retention and use metrics to evidence this. They are a true strategic partner to
labour users, providing workforce solutions and enhancing their clients’ brand.

Compliant recruiters understand and apply current legal requirements; they
have legally compliant contracts and documentation in place and can demonstrate
independent assessment of their compliance.

Careless and naïve recruiters are often small start-up businesses; sales led
and entrepreneurial in style who don’t understand legal or ethical requirements;
employ untrained and inexperienced staff; make up and apply rules as they go
along and have no or weak labour supply chain due diligence.

Collusive recruiters may knowingly recruit undocumented workers; use
mutually beneficial tax avoidance/evasion models and support and collude with
workers to commit benefit fraud.

Exploitative recruiters may mislead jobseekers and make false promises on
terms and conditions; make unreasonable charges and deductions from wages;
use their position of power to extract as much money from jobseekers/workers
as possible and withhold and underpay holiday pay.

Criminal recruiters may have an illegal business structure or tax evasion model;
charge recruitment fees and create debt bondage; engage in bribery, corruption,
money laundering, human trafficking, child labour and have links with organised
crime.
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“We know that an agency provider is supplying XXX at such a cost in relation to pay, especially as PAYE is
involved that we cannot see how they do it. When we run the PAYE figures, it makes a loss of 41p per hour,
they must be using an Umbrella which is not fair, ethical or giving a level playing field.”
Labour Provider responding to Fair’s Fair survey

RESPONSE BY LABOUR PROVIDERS TO POOR PROCUREMENT PRACTICE
6 in 10 labour providers report that they have come across examples of competitors where the charge rates
are so low that they do not believe that labour can be provided ethically and compliantly
When a compliant labour provider cannot achieve a sustainable profit from their clients, the choice faced is a stark
one – walk away from the business or lower their own standards to cut costs.
Of course, not all labour providers engage in such practices – far from it – but those that do, undercut and
undermine the many compliant and leading recruiters able to genuinely offer a cost-effective, legal and ethical
service.
Labour provider management teams also bear the brunt of poor procurement practice. The need to keep costs
down means that labour provider recruiters, supervisors and managers routinely work very long hours in a
demanding environment and are often on-call 24 hours, 7 days a week.
Remuneration at this level is typically low and often not much above National Living Wage when the number of
hours is taken into account. Add to this the pressure of sales targets and trying to recruit in a challenging market
and you come to understand why the recruitment industry struggles with a reported 43% staff turnover rate
against the 15% national average.
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Labour providers should earn their profit from the rate that they charge their clients. Where the charge rate
does not allow for profit, and even where it does, labour providers adopt many other ways to boost their earnings.
The extent and extremity of those applied depend on where the labour provider sits in the Compliance Continuum.
It is the job applicant, the worker or the Treasury that pays.
These methods are detailed in the table at the end of this report grouped into nine broad categories:

1

Wage Theft – not paying the worker the wages

2

Underpayment / overcharging of benefits

3

Non-compliance with statutory or agreed

4

Recruitment fees – charging the worker for work,

5

Tax evasion – cash in hand, false self-employment

6

Hidden margin – overcharging statutory costs,

7

Provision of goods and services – such as

8

Scams – identity theft, premium rate phone lines

9

Bribery and corruption – payments to

they are entitled to

– failing to pay statutory benefits that have been
charged to the client.

standards – such as right to work checks, hygiene
training, inductions or Licensing.

or for goods or services directly connected to work
such as training or PPE.

or straightforward fraud.

‘ghost workers’ or age discrimination.

services where kickbacks can be earned or direct
provision of overpriced accommodation or transport.

and fake jobs.

(or from!) client staff for preferential treatment.
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“One competitor in particular is still permitting workers to pay ‘optional’ fees and selling a transport service
to the workers for a margin. This is creating an uneven playing field and artificially reducing the cost of
recruitment for growers. Strong enforcement is needed to eradicate this behaviour.”
Labour Provider responding to Fair’s Fair survey

IMPACT ON WORKERS
It is workers that suffer the most from poor or exploitative practice. It’s very easy to say that workers in such a
situation should just walk away, but it’s not that simple for many people who may not even understand that they
are being exploited.
n

Workers may be expected to work excessive hours in more than one labour user, sometimes miles apart. Or
they may receive very limited work – maybe only one or two days a week.

n

They may be required to pay for goods and services they do not want or need (or in some cases use), or that
should not be charged to them in the first place.

n

They may be short paid, not paid on time and may not receive or even be aware that they are entitled to
benefits such as holiday pay and sick pay.

31% of labour providers report workers being sent home with no pay if there is no work available on the day.
n

Workers may not receive appropriate training or PPE and may be more susceptible to accidents at work.

n

They may receive little or no notice for work meaning they find it impossible to plan their week or their
finances.

n

They are coerced or misled into umbrella arrangements or false self-employment which they often don’t
understand.

n

Workers often do not have grievance mechanisms, do not understand or trust them or are afraid to use them
because of a fear of detriment such as not being given more work.

“The government has introduced IR35, and there appears to be a growing number of agencies willing to not
make deductions at source for drivers and therefore being able to gain a competitive advantage in labour
attraction, and also price competitiveness with clients. This has been reported to HMRC, but no action
appears to be being taken”
Labour Provider responding to Fair’s Fair survey
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IMPACT ON LABOUR USERS
The initial benefit of a low price per hour for temporary agency labour quickly disappears when that price comes at
the cost of worker exploitation.
n

Exploited workers may be poorly recruited, trained and inducted meaning they may not meet the standard
agreed with the labour provider and their capability or performance may not be as expected. Lack of training,
poor language or literacy skills or simply poor preparation for the tasks required may make workers more
susceptible to near misses and accidents which can impact upon the directly engaged workforce as well as on
the agency worker.

n

Exploited and poorly treated workers may have higher rates of turnover and absenteeism costing more money
to induct and train replacement workers, and meaning more time is spent waiting for new workers to get up to
speed.

n

A lack of available labour may lead to overtime working, including extended site opening, or it may mean that
orders are fulfilled late or cannot be fulfilled at all at the cost of future orders. This becomes exacerbated as the
labour provider and the labour user’s reputations suffer in the local community, and people become less willing
to apply for work.

And there is the reputational risk that comes from having exploitation in the business. This can impact not only
on relationships with the workforce, but also with customers and consumers.
Businesses can be legally liable for failing to prevent the criminal facilitation of tax evasion by an ‘associated
person’ such as an employee, agent or other person who performs services ‘for and on behalf of’ the business. The
defence against such liability is that the business has put in place ‘reasonable prevention procedures’. Government
guidance can be found here.
In labour supply arrangements, HMRC uses a “knew or should have known” test or the Kittel Principle to disallow
input VAT recovery by labour users who purchase labour supplies without undertaking sufficient precautions to
satisfy themselves that they are not connected to fraudulent evasion e.g. by paying an impossibly low charge rate.
In other words, if the labour user did not conduct sufficient due diligence, they may not be able to claim VAT back
on the invoices of a fraudulent labour provider.
HMRC does not give advice on relevant precautions, stating that every case will be treated on its merits. In order
to successfully defend against a challenge from HMRC, sufficient due diligence must be undertaken on all labour
providers in the supply chain.
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IMPACT ON BRANDS AND RETAILERS
Brands and retailers are under mounting pressure to take responsibility for the wellbeing of workers in their supply
chains, with their efforts increasingly scrutinised by stakeholders.

To positively impact workers'
lives, it is imperative for
all companies to improve
their efforts on responsible
recruitment practices and to
support workers to exercise
their rights.

There are a number of initiatives publicly ranking businesses on how well they uphold human rights in the supply
chain such as:
n

Oxfam’s Behind the Barcodes Company Scorecard

n

The Business and Human Rights Resource Centre’s Corporate Human Rights Benchmark Initiative

n

Better Buying initiative

Any negative press exposure within the supply chain will inevitably filter upwards and impact upon the reputation
of the brand or retailer at the head of the supply chain.
We can all remember the names of the brands that have been impacted by such publicity – can we remember the
names of the labour providers who supplied them?

NEXT STEPS
Having detailed how unfair procurement practice drives agency labour exploitation, our companion paper
and webinar ‘Fair Procurement Practice to ensure Sustainable Labour Supply’ provides brands and labour
users with practical and pragmatic guidance to help ensure that labour provision is fair, sustainable and
judged on value rather than price.
Please visit the Fair’s Fair section of the ALP website to find more resources, including webinars,
workshops and infographics.
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HOW UNSCRUPULOUS GANGMASTERS UNDERCUT COMPLIANT LABOUR PROVIDERS
Use the checklist below to prevent the unlawful practices applied by unscrupulous labour providers to undercut compliant operators.
Read and use the checklists in the Fair Procurement of Agency Labour Toolkit produced with the Chartered Institute of Purchasing and Supply.
Apply the straightforward step-by-step guidance in Due Diligence to Ensure Labour Provider Good Practice.
Work in partnership with your labour provider and use the CORE Score checklist to assess compliance and link to further support.
Find these and other relevant tools and guidance from the ALP Help Centre.

Description

How is money made?

Procurement due diligence to prevent
agency worker exploitation

Wage theft
1

Skimming Pay

Paying the worker a lower hourly pay
rate than agreed with and charged to
the client.

Retaining the difference between what
was charged and what was actually paid.

Check the trail for worker’s pay from payroll
to payslip to bank transfer and confirm with
worker interview.

2

Skimming Hours

Paying the worker for fewer hours
than worked and charged to the client.

Paying the worker a lower hourly pay rate
than agreed with and charged to the client.

Check the trail from timesheet to invoice to
payslip and confirm with worker interview.

3

Deductions

Wage deductions which are not
agreed by the workers or that take the
wage below NMW.

Retaining the wage deduction.

Crosscheck a sample of payslips that have
wage deductions and their corresponding
worker agreements.
See ALP Brief 258: NMW Guide for Labour
Providers

4

One sided flexibility

Sending workers home without pay
after arrival for work or sending
workers home due to lack of work and
not paying for the full shift as booked
(unless genuinely agreed by the
worker without coercion).

If the full shift is charged to the client,
the financial benefit sits with the labour
provider, or if competitors do pay for the
full shift then it creates financial gain.

Check timesheets for short shifts, check
corresponding invoice and confirm reason
and process for short shift with worker
interview.

Applied
(Y/N)

How unfair procurement practice drives agency labour exploitation

5

Final pay

Failing to pay accrued and untaken
holiday pay; failing to reimburse
deposits; paying final wages by cheque
and/or requiring workers to collect
them; issuing a P45 before final pay
and requiring ‘re-registration’ before
final pay can be collected.

Retaining the monies that are not repaid.

Check sample holiday pay accrual records to
ensure pay is accrued correctly and paid to
workers appropriately.
Check termination payments process for
compliance. Check final holiday pay on
payslips against accrual records.
See ALP Brief 228: Calculating Paid Holiday
Entitlement for Agency Workers

Retaining the difference between what
was charged and what was actually paid.

Check sample holiday pay accrual records to
ensure pay is accrued correctly and paid to
workers appropriately.

Underpayment / overcharging of benefits
6

Unpaid holiday

Not paying the worker their full
accrued holiday pay, as charged to the
client and retaining the difference.

See ALP Brief 228: Calculating Paid Holiday
Entitlement for Agency Workers
7

Statutory Savings

Not paying the benefits workers are
entitled to such as sick pay, maternity,
paternity and adoption pay.

Financial saving on the benefits that
should have been paid.
Time saving on not having to process such
benefits.

Check sick/maternity etc payments for
a sample period – indication of whether
there is an issue compared to the size of the
workforce. Confirm through sample worker
interviews whether they are able to access
SSP etc.
See ALP Briefs: Charge Rate Guidance,
Statutory Sick Pay for Agency Workers and
Pregnancy, Maternity and New Mothers.

8

Pension Pot

Failing to auto-enrol all workers or
forcing/persuading workers to opt out
of pension payments and continuing
to charge the client.

Retaining the difference between what
was charged and what was actually paid.

Check payroll/payslips and compare with
invoice. Confirm process through worker
interviews.
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Non-compliance with statutory or agreed standards
9

Service subtraction

Not providing agreed testing, training,
right to work checks, licence checks,
DBS checks, references, management
and supervisory heads.

Saves time and money for the labour
provider by speeding up the recruitment
process and allowing recruitment from a
wider pool of workers who don’t meet the
agreed standards.

Audit personnel files against agreed
service levels and confirm through worker
interviews.

10

Unlicensed operator

Supplying into the regulated sector
without a GLAA licence .

Saves time and money on applications and
licensing fees, as well the activity required
to comply with the standards.

Check the GLAA Public Register and conduct
an active check to keep up to date with
licence changes.

11

Over working

Requiring workers to work more hours
than they wish, or than are legally
allowed. Not providing statutory
breaks and rest periods.

Reduces the cost of recruitment by
requiring fewer workers and minimises
the cost of lost orders due to inability to
supply.

Check timesheets / payslips / invoices
for total hours and confirm with worker
interviews.

Recruitment fees and costs – see Guide to Eliminating Worker-Paid Recruitment Fees and Related Costs
12

Pay to work

Worker makes a direct payment for
the job / shift / location either to the
labour provider but often to a member
of staff of either the labour provider
or the client. Payments can be made
in cash, goods or services.

Direct remuneration.

Confirm through workers interviews, being
mindful that workers may have been told to
cover up such payments.

13

Pay to be paid

Service charges for wage processing
– usually levied by recruitment
intermediaries such as umbrella
companies.

Direct remuneration, or commission/
cost reductions from the recruitment
intermediary.

Confirm through workers interviews, being
mindful that workers may have been told to
cover up such payments.

14

Pay for help

Inflated charges for ‘help’ with
services such as visa & passport
processing, translations, transport,
securing accommodation, cultural
training – often levied on workers
recruited overseas.

Direct remuneration.

Confirm through workers interviews, being
mindful that workers may have been told to
cover up such payments.
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15

Pay to be trained

Charges for the provision of training
courses which may (or may not) be
required for the job.

Direct remuneration/ commission /
kickbacks from the provider.

Confirm through workers interviews, being
mindful that workers may have been told to
cover up such payments.

16

Pay to be fit

Charges for medical checks such as
pre-employment health checks or
drug or alcohol tests.

Direct remuneration/ commission /
kickbacks from the provider.

Confirm through workers interviews, being
mindful that workers may have been told to
cover up such payments.

17

Pay for extras

Charges for deposits and bonds
on PPE, equipment, transport,
accommodation, which may reduce
pay below NMW and may not be
returned on leaving.

Direct remuneration/ commission /
kickbacks from the provider.

Confirm through workers interviews, being
mindful that workers may have been told to
cover up such payments.

Worker is paid cash without any
statutory deductions.

Labour provider avoids all workers’ taxes.
May pay worker less than the agreed rate,
since there are no wage deductions.

Check trail from timesheets / invoices /
payroll.

Tax evasion
18

Cash in hand

Confirm through workers interviews, being
mindful that workers may have been told to
cover up such payments.

19

Fraud

Labour provider does not pay correct
taxes to the exchequer whether this is
PAYE, Employer’s National Insurance
Contributions (ENIC), VAT or other
taxes.

Saving on statutory taxes.

Check payroll records, RTI records, bank
statements, HMRC receipts, company
accounts and VAT returns.

20

Alternative employment
models

Engaging workers subject to
supervision, direction and control
under false self-employment models
that save employers costs including
holiday pay, national insurance and
VAT.

Saving on statutory taxes.

Check that worker contracts are consistent
with an appropriate employment status
– usually either contract for services or
contract of employment.
Check payslips to ensure that deductions
match the employment model described in
the contract.
See ALP Template Contracts
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21

Converting pay

‘Converting’ part of wage payments
into expenses, loans, credits or
investment payments which are not
taxable, therefore reducing the tax
bill.

Saving on statutory taxes.

Check payslips for any relevant deductions
or payments. Check that the statutory
deductions are appropriate for the amount
of pay.

Hidden margin
22

Ghost workers

Charging for workers who did not
work at all.

Retaining the difference between what
was charged and what was actually paid.

Check no of workers worked against
timesheet and invoice.

23

Ghost hours

Charging for more hours than have
been worked.

Retaining the difference between what
was charged and what was actually paid.

Check the trail from timesheet to payroll to
invoice.

24

Boosting

Increasing the statutory elements
of the invoice higher than the actual
costs of the statutory payments.

Labour provider margin looks lower and
appears more competitive, giving them
a negotiation advantage over compliant
labour provider’s.

Check the statutory costs of the stated
pay and rate using the ALP Charge Rate
Calculator.

25

Discriminating

Employing young people or
apprentices who can be paid a lower
minimum wage and who are not
subject to ENIC whilst charging full
invoice value to client.

Retaining the difference between what
was charged and what was actually paid.

For workers under the age of 25, check the
payslip against the invoice value.

26

Under working

Limiting workers hours in order to
limit their earnings and therefore
save money on Employers National
Insurance Contributions (ENIC).

ENIC’s are only paid on weekly earnings
over the secondary threshold. The less
the worker earns, the lower the ENIC due.
Labour providers retain the difference
between what was charged and that
actually paid.

Review the number of workers working
fewer hours than you would expect.
Conduct worker interviews to find out why.
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Provision of goods and services
27

Insurance

Selling and promoting health/
accident insurance to workers of little
benefit at inflated prices – sometimes
as a ‘free’ benefit to avoid being seen
to give financial advice; often having
the worker sign as part of a bundle of
papers at recruitment meaning they
don’t really know or understand what
they have agreed to.

Kickback from provider.

Check wage slips for deductions and confirm
process and worker understanding through
worker interviews, with workers who have
purchased the product.

28

PPE

Selling PPE or requiring workers to buy
uniforms, footwear or equipment.

Kickback from provider.

Confirm through worker interviews.

29

Transport

Requiring workers to purchase ‘tickets’
or other methodology for providing
transport services at higher than
market value.

Direct revenue or kickback from provider.

Confirm through worker interviews.
See ALP Brief 271: Providing Transport for
Agency Workers

30

Payment cards

Selling or promoting payment cards
particularly to overseas workers
without a UK bank account. May
have very high charges for essential
activities such as withdrawals.

Kickback from provider.

Confirm through worker interviews.

31

Accommodation

Overcharging for substandard
accommodation; overcrowding so
that many people are paying for
the same accommodation; tying
accommodation to the job so that if
the worker wants the job, they must
take the accommodation that goes
with it.

Direct revenue or kickback from provider.

Audit accommodation provided or
effectively provided by the labour provider.
Check payslips for deductions. Confirm
through worker interviews.
See ALP resources on Accommodation.
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Scams
32

33

Fake Jobs

Phishing

Advertising jobs that don’t exist
in order to attract workers for less
appealing work, or in order to obtain
money for recruitment fees/transport
etc, or to sell on workers’ personal
data.

Improves applicant flow which reduces
recruitment costs where difficult jobs do
exist.

Securing personal identities for
identity theft or stealing from bank
accounts.

Direct revenue from theft from bank
accounts or use of personal identities to
buy goods or services.

Where no jobs exist, it provides a
fraudulent revenue stream.

Revenue stream from selling identities.
34

Premium rate phone lines

Call live job adverts. Investigate through
worker interviews.

Very difficult since these activities are
criminal and will be hidden. Check data
protection policy and process. Check that
revenue and profit in company accounts is
consistent with labour provision volumes.

Long hold times and phone interviews
racking up expensive minutes.

Direct revenue from premium rate phone
lines.

Check phone numbers for any starting with
prefixes 09, 118, 0871, 0872 and 0873 which
are all premium rate numbers.

Payments or other inducements from
labour provider to labour user staff to
secure and retain contracts.

Gain new and retain existing business –
often at inflated prices or favourable terms
which client would not otherwise have
agreed to.

Check the decision process for appointing
new supplier. How do the terms compare
with market standard?

Bribery and corruption
35

Brown bagging

